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1.  Coverage of the Observed 
Parameter Space by the knowledge 
base (biases, outliers, peculiar and 
rare objects, etc… nature of the 
sample, etc.) 

2.  Choice of the method 

3.  Feature selection 

4.  Missing data 

5.  Error estimation 

Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) 
Kilo Degree Survey (KiDS) 
SUBARU/HSC-COSMOS (also EMU) 
Euclid (DC1 & 2) 
VST-VOICE 
CRTS 
LSST 

Distilled problems as derived from our experience on many data sets… 

…on many problems…. 

Star/Galaxy xlassification 
Classificcation of galaxies (emission lines, AGN, starburst, etc.) 
Metallicty  
Star formation rates  
Young stellar objects (via Lactea Project, cf.Molinari’s talk) 
Photometric redshifts 
…. 
Non astronomical data sets  
(biomedical and geophysics) 



Two approaches SED (Spectral Energy Distribution) fitting  

Library of M template spectra (M<100) 

Convolve with filter bandpasses for a specific survey 

Stretch templates for redshift (z) assuming constant step Dz 
in an interval range zmin , zmax 

SED(Ti , zmin + nΔz)     i ∈ 1,M{ },  n ∈ 1, zmax − zmin

Δz
⎧
⎨
⎩

⎫
⎬
⎭

Find best fitting i,j using any optimization method 

Templates: either synthetic or observed 

Arbitrary choice of templates, lots of assumptions on physics 
Strong dependence on zero points, photometric calibrations, 
etc.  

But they go very deep, well beyond 
the spectroscopic limit  



Library of true template spectra (large samples) from real objects 
(training set) 

Use examples to find the mapping function 

More accurate than SED fitting 

But:  

Need for the training set to properly cover the OPS 
Need to select proper set of features 
Need to properly handle missing data  

Machine learning methods 

Models are almost irrelevant 
SVM (various flavours), (MLP’s - many implementations); Decision Trees, RF 
(various flavours), kNN, etc… 

KB from VO 
set of templates  

Mapping function 

Phot-z’s 

errors 



Photo-z for Quasars: 

WGE: Weak Gated Expert  

Data from the unresolved objects SDSS catalogue 

Astroinformatics of galaxies and quasars: a new general method for photometric 
redshifts estimation, O. Laurino, R. D'Abrusco, G. Longo, and G. Riccio,  
MNRAS, 2011, 418, 2165 (arXiv/1107.3160); 



Optical bands only  Optical + UV bands  

σ2 = 0.022 

1.st lesson: Additional Info are always needed to understand systematics 

Ex. Position of emission lines relative to filter bands 



Second method on same OBJECTS: MLPQNA 

Photometric redshifts for quasars in multiband 
surveys, M. Brescia, S. Cavuoti, R. D’Abrusco, A. 
Mercurio, G. Longo, 2013, ApJ, 772, 140 (astro-ph:
1305.5641)  

Parameter space more complex and 
need for Feature selection 

2-nd lesson: 
Adding more parameters may improve 
performances … but…. 



Different Machine Learning methods of different complexity (MLPQNA is simpler 
than WGE) lead to similar results with a slight edge for MLPQNA  
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A few selected resuls from a large variety of methods applied to the same data set and problem 

Cavuoti, Tortora, Brescia, Longo et al., 
MNRAS, 2016 

More or less, different ML methods are 
equivalent  

(no need to look for the latest 
fashionable method … just to produce 
one paper more….) 

Room for improvement is elsewhere 



Feature selection 

Coverage of the observed parameter space 
! Missing or uneven spectroscopic coverage 
! Peculiar objects (different populations result from different selection criteria) 
! How to go beyond the spectroscopic limit  

Missing Data 
!  Need to handle differently “non detections” and “non observed”  
(Cavuoti et al. in preparation) 

Evaluation of errors 
!  Probability distribution function 
!  Proper choice of statistical indicators 



Photometric redshifts for QSO’s … a data driven approach  
(from K. Polsterer, Heidelberg, 2015) 

One does not know a-priori which features are the most relevant 
Use all 55 significant photometric features to select the most significant 4   

Best combination 
umodel –gmodel 
gpsf-rmodel 
zpsf-rmodel 
ipsf-zmodel 

Results comparable to Brescia 
et al. 2014 

n!
n − r( )!r! = 341,055  combinations

Laurino et al. 
Traditional feature selection  



Photometric redshifts for SDSS QSO (From K. Polsterer) 
PSF, Petrosian, Total magnitudes + extinction + errors ….. 585 features…. Let us find the best combination of 
10, 11, 12 etc… using FEATURE ADDITION 

For just 10 features ….. 1,197,308,441,345,108,200,000 combinations 

You hit a plateau at  
10 features. 

Accuracy twice 
better 

These 10 features 
do not make sense 
to an astronomer 

Level achieved with 
human biases in 
feature selection 

Level achieved by 
machines alone (D3) 

upsf − gpetr
dered zpdf( )− dered ipetr( )
dered gpsf( )− dered rmod( )
dered rpsf( )− dered zmod( )
σ gpetr
2 −σ rmodel

2

dered rmod( )− dered imod( )
ipsf − ipetr
dered zpsf( )− dered rpetr( )
gmod − gpetr

σ gpetr
2 −σ rpetr

2



upsf − gpetr
dered zpdf( )− dered ipetr( )
dered gpsf( )− dered rmod( )
dered rpsf( )− dered zmod( )
σ gpetr
2 −σ rmodel

2

dered rmod( )− dered imod( )
ipsf − ipetr
dered zpsf( )− dered rpetr( )
gmod − gpetr

σ gpetr
2 −σ rpetr

2

Afterwards … astronomers may find explanations ….  
(Capak, private comm.) 

Filter leaks, etc… 

Lesson to be learned 

Features which carry most of the information are not those 
usually selected by the astronomer on the basis of his/her 
personal experience…. 

Let the data speak for themselves ? 



Feature Selection 
Behind the concept of Feature Selection, there is the property of feature importance and relevance in the 
context of a parameter space used to approach any prediction/classification task with machine learning 
methodology.  

The importance of a feature is the relevance of its informative contribution to the solution of a learning problem. 

An effective FS should avoid the time-consuming exhaustive exploration of the parameter space and should take 
into account what is known about its features, i.e. their variability in the given knowledge base domain, not 
forgetting to take care of the curse of dimensionality problem. 

We have designed a FS method (Brescia et al., in prep.), based on a combination of Random Forest, Logistic 
Regression and Lx-norm regularization, able to overcome known statistical limitations of importance obtained by 
Random Forest, and by exploiting the virtuous regression control mechanism induced by the regularization 
concept, as already positively experimented in the learning rule of our MLPQNA neural network method (Brescia 
et al. 2013, ApJ 772, 2, 140). 

We started to validate such method in some astrophysical contexts, resulting highly promising, for example, in 
the star forming evolutionary classification problem (see talk of S. Molinari, presented yesterday) and currently 
under test in the COSMOS galaxy photo-z and multi-survey (from UV to NIR) quasar photo-z prediction use 
cases. 



Masters et al., 2015, Astrop. Journal,  

75 x 170 SOM 

COSMOS data 
(EUCLIDISED)  

OPS: 
u,g,r,i,z,Y,J,H 

Training set coverage of OPS 

Exploring the parameter space using SOM  



Ly –alpha break 
u-g at 2.5<z<3.0 
g-r at 3<z<4 

Passive and dusty 
galaxies at low 
redshift  



How the training set populates the “Euclid” parameter space 

Poor coverage of many areas. 

Distribution of redhifts 
projected on the SOM 

NO data….  
… NO Results 



Catastrophic outliers as peculiar objects ?  

•  Blu dots: blazars 
•  Green dots: unknown CO’s 
•  Red triangles:  

gravitationally lensed quasars 

(Petrillo Laurea Thesis 2013, University of Naples) 

Gravitational lens 
candidates 

Peculiar objects 



How about standard quality flags? 
SDSS provides a complete set of quality flags extrapolated from astronomers expertise 

Inspection of flags for CO’s shows that these flag are practically 
useless to discriminate CO’s 

SOME IMPORTANT FLAGS ARE MISSING IN DBs…. For instance: 

SO FAR NO CHECK FOR DEPENDENCE ON VARIABILITY (AGN) 
Most studies on SDSS which is almost simultaeous in all optical bands 

Crosscorrelation with other catalogues to check for variability (e.g. CRTS) 

Very bad problem 
(poorly explored)  

Future surveys will 
produce non optically 
selected samples (largely 
dominated by AGN) 



Result on EMU like sample extracted from COSMOS 
(Salvato M. et al. 2017, in preparation) 

Sample dominated by radio loud and X ray detected 
AGN 

16 experiments with a variety of ML and SED fitting 
methods 



MLPQNA 



Concept Idea – virtuous cooperation between SED fitting and ML 

1. Derive traditional photo-z’s with 
all methods; 

2. Use Le Phare bounded with 
spec-z’s to obtain a reference 
classification; 

3. Use Le Phare bounded with 
photo-z’s to perform a series of 
classifications; 

4.  Identify the best classification 
using as ground truth the 
reference classification (step 
2);  

5. Perform a photo-z regression 
by training MLPQNA on 
separated subsets specific for 
each class; 

6. Recombine the output. 

1

2

3

4

5

6

Cavuoti et al. 2017, MNRAS 466, 2 

The proposed workflow, involving 
different methodologies by 
mixing in a single collaborative 
framework SED fitting and 
machine learning models, is able 
to improve the photo-z prediction 
accuracy by ~10%. 

(KiDS-DR2 data) 



How to take into account photometric, initialization errors, and model dependent 
errors to produce a pseudo-PDF 

SED fitting produces pseudo-PDFs using the fits to the different templates 

ML methods need a different approach 

•  Internal errors (initialization of weights) 

•  Photometric errors 

•  Errors in the KB (misclassified objects, poor coverage of OPS, 
 peculiar objects, etc) 

METAPHOR 

Brescia, Cavuoti, Amaro, 
Vellucci & Longo 2016, 
2017 (in prep) 



Spectroscopic 
sample 

Binning of Zspec 
distribution 
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Regression 
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Train + test 
sets 

Assign class 
labels to bins 
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Hierarchical approach 



An application to KiDS (Kilo Degree Survey- KiDS) 



1.  Machine Learning is an ART based on hard work and a deep understanding of each 
step involved in the process   
(i.e. IT CANNOT BE IMPROVISED just because there are user friendly packages available)…. The 
simpler is the method the more difficult is to obtain robust and stable results… 

!  Need to take into account a priori information 
!  Need to have a deep understanding of the data themselves (selection effects introduced by previous 

classification steps) 
!  Combination of various methods can help 

2. To optimise the use of ML in future surveys we need:  
!  to redefine the way we measure the observable parameters (very probable) and assign quality flags 

(definitely true) 
!  to optimise the coverage of the parameter space via specific spectroscopic campaigns (true) 
!  large computing power for feature selection phase (true) and smarter algorithms for FS 

3. Suggestions to end users. 
!  Watch out for statistical indicators.... Often they do not mean much 
!  Check for biases in the imput catalogues 
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Proceedings of the IAU Symposium n. 325 
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Thank you 


